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ディクテーションシート 

○ 音声を聴いて空所に英語を書き取りましょう。 
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１ ／ The Tokyo Skytree is now the tallest tower in the world. The entire structure, including its foundation, 

lighting, painting and elevators, (1.                                ). 

It was completed in February 2012 and opened to the public in May 2012. People are 

(2.                     ) with observation floors and restaurants. Besides its major 

role (3.                     ), it is also expected to serve as a tower with a 

disaster-prevention function (4.                 ). While it has such practical functions, 

the design of the Tokyo Skytree (5.                       ) and future. 

２  ／  First of all, the history and culture of the downtown area of old Edo 

(1.               ). For example, the height itself has a meaning. The Tokyo Skytree is 634 

meters high. Six-three-four (2.              ) mu-sa-shi in Japanese, and Musashi is the old 

name of the place where the Skytree stands now. The colors used for lighting and 

(3.                       ). The blue lighting that 

(4.                     ) represents the water of the Sumida River that flows nearby. 

Another key color, purple, is a traditional color, which was popular in the Edo period 

(5.                    ). The glittering lights within this Edo purple lighting 

(6.                        ) that is often used 

(7.                    ). Furthermore, the top of the tower 

(8.                     ), and this is meant 

(9.                       ) Mt. Fuji, the primary scenery of Edo. 

３  ／  Not only the past but the future is clearly part of Skytree’s design. Our future 

(1.                    ), and thus the use of advanced lighting technology 

(2.                     ) of energy. This idea is reflected in the heavy use of LED 

lights and other light sources (3.                     ). The illumination gradually 

gets brighter (4.                      ) of the tower. Around the top of the 

observation decks, there is a ring of lights (5.                     ). The lights move 

at a constant speed, and this (6.                     ) and the future. The 

illumination at the top of the tower (7.                     ), which symbolizes 

carrying our dreams and hopes out into space. 

音声を聞きとって空所を埋めさせる

ディクテーションシートです。 


